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Abstract-
We investigate the effects of quantization and AGC (Automatic

Gain Control) in MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output)
wireless systems. We derive the cutoff rate equations for a
deterministic MIMO channel with quantization at the receiver
inputs and demonstrate by numerical simulation the dependence
of the cutoff rate on the receiver AGC settings. Then we propose a
fast AGC algorithm to maximize the cutoff rate for each channel
realization and use it in numerical simulations to evaluate the
quantized MIMO system performance in a Rayleigh channel.
We find that even quite low resolution quantizers yield cutoff
rates very close to those of equivalent unquantized systems when
the fast AGC algorithm is applied. Results are presented for
BPSK and QPSK modulations for a 2x2 MIMO configuration
in deterministic and Rayleigh channels.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is now well known [1], [2] that MIMO wireless systems
can be used to achieve high bandwidth efficiencies by using
spatial multiplexing to transmit multiple data streams simul-
taneously within the same frequency spectrum. The cutoff
rate [3] is an important tool for evaluating the effect of the
modulator/demodulator sub-system on the error performance
of coded communication systems. Practical wireless systems
use quantizers to convert received analog signals into digital
signals for subsequent processing and AGC to minimize the
effect of quantization errors. Various studies [4], [5], [6] have
evaluated the cutoff rate in unquantized MIMO systems but
not in quantized systems. Other studies [3], [7] have optimized
the cutoff rate in quantized SISO (Single Input Single Output)
systems but not in MIMO systems. The practical effects of
quantization and AGC in MIMO sytems have been largely
ignored to date. Here, we extend the previous work to use AGC
to maximize the cutoff rate of a quantized MIMO system.

We start by deriving the equations for the cutoff rate of
a general quantized MIMO system assuming perfect channel
state information (CSI) at the receiver. These equations are
used to determine the effect of varying the quantizer step size
at each receiver on the cutoff rate for a deterministic channel.
This is done for a range of quantizer resolutions (quantizer
bits). A fast (sub-optimal) AGC algorithm is proposed and then
applied to each realization of a MIMO Rayleigh channel. We
show that surprisingly low resolution quantizers can achieve
close to the cutoff rate of an unquantized system.
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Consider the quantized MIMO system as shown in Fig. 1. This
leads to the system equation

q = iJ>(y) = iJ>(r + n) = iJ>(Hx + n) (1)

where q E eNTX1 is the quantized output, iJ>(-) indicates
the quantization operation, y E eNTXI is the unquantized
output (with noise), r E eNTX1 is the unquantized output
at the receiver antennas (before noise), n E eNTX1 is i.i.d.
zero-mean complex circular Gaussian noise with covariance
matrix E[nnH] = lINT' H E eNrxN, is the channel
matrix with entries h7,j representing the channel gain from
the j'th transmitter to the i'th receiver, and x E eN, x I is
the transmitted symbol (containing BPSK or QPSK symbols)
with covariance matrix E[xxH] = ir, IN,. Also, (.)H indicates
Hermitian transpose and the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is
defined to be ,.

Fig. 1. MIMO system with quantization

III. QUANTIZER DESCRIPTION

As shown in Fig. 1, the real and imaginary components of the
signal are each sampled with a finite resolution scalar quantizer
which we choose to be a uniform symmetric mid-riser type
[8]. The quantizer for complex dimension c E {R,I}, where
R indicates real and I indicates imaginary, of receiver i will
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now be described. The quantizer cell boundaries are given by

{

-00, ee,i = 1
Ue,i,eC•i = (-2L - 1+ ee,i)f:1i, ee',i = 2,3, ... ,L (2)

+00, ee.i = L + 1

where f:1i is the quantizer step-size (set the same for the real
and imaginary dimensions) and L = 2b is the number of
quantizer levels for b quantizer bits (set the same for all the
quantizers). The quantizer input clip level is the same for both
real and imaginary dimensions and is given by

Lk; = -Ue,i,2 = Ue,i,L = ('2 - 1)f:1i ,c E {R, I}. (3)

The quantizer output levels are given by

-L 1
Ve,i,fc.i = (2" - 2 + l!e,;)f:1i , I!e,i = 1,2,· .. ,L. (4)

The quantization function is then given by

qe,i = Ve.i.fc., ,Ue.i.ec., S Ye.i < Ue,i.ec.,+l
, ee,i = 1,2,,,, ,L

which is depicted in Fig. 2.

Vc,i,L F,.,
UcJ.L·" Uc.;.L+l y c.;

= kn =+0:>

U •.•c.i.l
=-co

Fig. 2. Quantizer characteristic for complex dimension c of receiver i

IV. CUTOFF RATE
The cutoff rate Ro can be used for practical finite length block
codes in discrete memoryless channels to upper-bound code-
word error rates after maximum likelihood decoding according
to [3]

r, S TN(Ro-R) , R < Ro (6)

where N is the block length and R = ~log2(Z) is the
binary code rate for a (n, k)z block code which is defined
to have n information bits per block, k coded bits per block
and log2(Z) code bits per channel symbol (letter) yielding
a channel symbol alphabet of size Z. The cutoff rate is
a function of the modem implementation which should be
designed to maximize it. By rearranging (6), the cutoff rate
can be used to set the operating code rate according to

1
R S Ro + Nlog2([Pe]desired) < Ro (7)

(5)

or to set the code block length according to

N> log2([Pe]desired) R R (8)
- R- Ro ' < o-

We assume a discrete memoryless channel so that the cutoff
rate evaluated at the quantized output q of the system shown
in Fig. 1 is given by [3]

Ro = -log2:L (:L P(X)JP(qIX))

2

(9)
qEQ xEX

where Q = {q1' q2, ... , qz} is the set of quantized receive
symbols (quantized receive alphabet), X = {X1,X2, ... ,XT}
is the set of source symbols (source alphabet), P(x) is the
a priori probability of source symbol x, and P( qjx) is the
probability of the quantized received symbol q conditioned on
the source symbol x. We assume each entry Xj (corresponding
to transmitter j) of a source symbol x is drawn from the same
discrete BPSK or QPSK modulation alphabet X', with IX'I =
M, so that the source alphabet X = X' X X' x ... X X' is
the Nrfactor Cartesian product of each transmitter's source
alphabet; and

(10)

Also, we assume the source symbols are equi-probable so
that P(x) = ~. From (4), the quantized receive alphabet
for the quantizer at complex dimension c of receiver i is
Qe,i = {Ve,i,l, Ve,i,2, ... ,Ve,i.L} and IQe,i[ = L. The
quantized receive alphabet Q = QR,l X QI,l X QR,2 X QI.2 X

... X QR.Nr X QI.Nr is the 2Nr-factor Cartesian product of
each quantizer's receive alphabet; and IQI = Z = L2Nr. With
some algebraic manipulation and using results from [9], (9)
can be re-written as

Ro = -log2(T) -log2 (1+ ~ ~ t'~l S(t, n)
where we define

(11)

z
S(t, t') ~ :L Jp(qzlxt)P(qzlxt')

z=l
(12)

as the similarity measure for transmitted symbols x, and x~.
Because all of the real and imaginary components of the
receiver noise n are statistically independent, we can express
each of the conditional probabilities of (12) as the product of
the conditional probabilities on each receiver dimension

Nr

P(qlx) = II IIP(qe.ilx)
eE{R,I} i=l

and (12) can then be rewritten as
L L L L

S(t, t') :L:L ...:L :L
eR.1=1 e1.1=1 eR.Nr=l f1.Nr=l

Nr

II IIJP( Ve.i,ec.i IXt)P( ve.i.ec,i [x~)
eE{R,I} i=l

(13)

(14)



where the probability of the Rc,i'th quantizer output level
on complex dimension c of receiver i conditioned on source
symbol x is

P(Vc,i'£C,ilx) =
Q (UC'i'£C'i - .[HX]C,i)_ Q (UC,i,£c.i+1 -:- [HX]C,i)

[fe,? [fe,?

(15)
where Q(x) = Jx

oo e _;2 dt is the complementary cumulative
distribution function and

1
O'c,i = VFI (16)

is the standard deviation of the noise at each quantizer input.
The cutoff rate Ro of the quantized system can now be
evaluated by substituting (2), (3), (10), (14), (15), and (16)
into (11). We note in particular that Ro is a function of
the modulation alphabet at each transmitter X', the vector of
quantizer step-sizes at each receiver Ll = [.6.1 .6.2 ... .6.Nr],

the number of quantizer bits b, the channel H, and the SNR
'Y.

For comparison, the cutoff rate of an unquantized (infinite
resolution) system is [9]

Ro = -log2(T)

-log2 (1 + ~ ~ t'~l exp (JIHXt4~r~W) )
(17)

where 0' n = J,y is the standard deviation of the noise at each
receiver.

V. CUTOFF RATE EXAMPLE FOR A FIXED MIMO
CHANNEL

We use AGC to maximize the cutoff rate Ro for each channel
H in order to minimize the upper bound on the codeword error
rate according to (6), We define the normalized quantizer clip
level at receiver i to be

ki

Ki = max(max([Hx]R d, max([Hx]I.i))· (18)
xEX 'xEX .

That is, "'i is the quantizer clip level k; normalized to the
maximum of the real and imaginary components of all the
received constellation points at receiver i. The AGC function
is implemented by setting the vector of normalized quantizer
clip levels K = ["'1 "'2 ... "'Nr] to achieve maximal cutoff rate
Ro. Note that K is related to the vector of quantizer stepsizes
.6. through (18) and (3).

Fig. 3 shows simulation results for a 2 x 2 QPSK MIMO
system with 2 quantization bits and a fixed channel H. Note
that Rg indicates the cutoff rate when all quantizers use b
bits and ROO indicates the cutoff rate for an unquantized
(infinite resolution) system. The received signal constellations
(before noise) are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). The dependence
of the cutoff rate R6 on the normalized clip levels n. is
shown in Fig. 3(c) to (k). For low SNRs ('Y = OdB), R6
is quite tolerant to variations in n. as seen in Fig. 3(c), (f),
and (i). For intermediate SNRs ('Y= 15dB), a clear optimum

occurs as seen in Fig. 3(d), (g), and (j). For high SNRs
('Y = 30dB), R6 is again quite tolerant to variations in r:
about the optimum as seen in Fig. 3(e), (h), and (k). At
each simulated SNR, the vector of optimal normalized clip
levels "'opt = [Kopt,l "'opt,2] was found by a rigorous search
and is shown in Fig. 3(1). The corresponding optimal cutoff
rate R6,opt is shown in Fig. 3(m) together with the cutoff
rate ROO for infinite resolution quantization and the cutoff
rate R6,set for a fixed setting of the normalized clip levels
"'set = [0.7 0.5]. Kset was chosen to optimize R6 at'Y =15dB
which yields very close to optimal cutoff rates over the entire
range of 'Yas evidenced by the close overlap of the Ro,opt and
R6.set curves in Fig. 3(1). "'set is indicated by dotted lines in
Fig. 3(c) to (k) and the quantizer cell boundaries corresponding
to Kset are indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 3(a) and (b).
The results shown in Fig. 3 were for a particular channel
H which was chosen to demonstrate a cutoff rate which is
highly sensitive to n, Generally, each different combination of
the modulation order M, quantizer bits b, and the channel H
yields different results for which, in most cases, Ro is not as
sensitive to r: as in Fig. 3.

VI. FAST AGC ALGORITHM

The simulations of Fig. 3 required a 2-dimensional search
over "'1 and "'2 to find the optimal Ro for every SNR.
Additional simulations showed that a fast AGC algorithm
yielded close to optimal cutoff rate over the entire SNR range
for numerous simulated Rayleigh channel realizations. The fast
AGC algorithm consists of two l-dirnensional searches and is
described as follows. a) Set 'Y= 15dB, b) set K1 = 1, c) search
for optimal (maximal) Ro while varying "'2 over range 0 to 4,
d) set "'2 to its optimum value, e) search for optimal (maximal)
Ro while varying "'lover range 0 to 4, f) set "'set with the
optimal values of "'1 and "'2, and g) use "'set to calculate Ro
at all SNRs. This fast AGC algorithm assumes perfect CSI at
the receiver which is used in the calculations to optimize the
cutoff rate Ro for each channel H.

VII. QUANTIZED RECEIVER PERFORMANCE
WITH AGC IN RAYLEIGH CHANNEL

We now evaluate the performance of the quantized system with
AGC in a fiat-fading Rayleigh channel Hwith i.i.d. zero-mean
unit variance complex circular Gaussian elements. We assume
block-fading where each channel realization is independent of
all other realizations. For each channel realization, the fast
AGC algorithm described above is applied to select the AGC
to achieve close to the optimal cutoff rate. The cutoff rate for
the quantized system with AGC in the Rayleigh channel is
formulated by using the expectation of the similarity measure
over the Rayleigh channel [5] and is given by

(

T-1 T )

Ro = -log2(T) -log2 1 + ~ t; t'~l EH{S(t, t')}

(19)
where EH {.} indicates the expectation over the channel Hand
S(t, t') is evaluated for each channel realization after applying
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Fig. 3. Simulation results for N; = 2, N; = 2, M = 4 (QPSK), b = 2, and H = [1.0 + 1.0i 0.0 + 0.9i; 0.7 + 0.7i 0.0 + 0.2i].
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Fig. 4. Cutoff rates in a Rayleigh 2 x 2 MIMO channel with AGC for
BPSK (M = 2) and QPSK (M = 4) and quantizer bits b = 1. 2, 3. and DC.

the fast AGC algorithm. We note that Ro is a function of the
modulation alphabet at each transmitter X' (also described by
the modulation order M), the number of quantizer bits b, and
the SNR ,. In our simulations, EH{S(t, t')} is numerically
approximated by averaging S(t. tf

) over a sufficiently large
number of randomly selected Rayleigh channel realizations.
The cutoff rate simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.

The quantization loss under the cutoff rate criterion for b
bits is

r(R) = 1'1RO' =R .
I'IRg=R

The simulation results of Fig. 5 show that quantization losses
of less than 0.6dB can be achieved over a large range of cutoff
rates for only b = 3 quantizer bits for both BPSK (M = 2)
and QPSK (M = 4) modulations. For b = 2 quantizer bits,
the quantization loss is higher at around IdB for low cutoff
rates and rises quicker than for b = 3 as the cutoff rate rises
for both BPSK and QPSK.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has examined the performance of practical MIMO
implementations with quantization and AGe. Assuming per-
fect CSI at the receiver, we have derived the cutoff rate
for the quantized system and used simulations to show the
dependence of the cutoff rate on the normalized clip levels of
the quantizers. Also, we have shown that, by using a straight-
forward fast AGC algorithm, quantization losses of less than
0.6dB under the cutoff rate criterion can be achieved using
only 3 quantizer bits for BPSK and QPSK modulations with
a 2 x 2 MlMO configuration in a Rayleigh channel.

Fig. 5. Quantization loss in a Rayleigh 2 x 2 MIMO channel with AGC
for BPSK (M = 2) and QPSK (M = 4) and quantizer bits b = 1,2 and 3.
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